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Consonant quantity distinctions in Japanese are difficult to Chinese learners. In Japanese, the 

distinction between singleton vs. geminate (kita ‘came’ vs. kitta ‘cut’) has been extensively reported 

in the research literature (e.g. [1], [2]). Mandarin learners of Japanese have been found to manifest 

inconsistent timing control in the production of this distinction, which is deemed related to the lack of 

phonemic quantity contrasts in Mandarin. 

 The acquisition of quantity contrasts by Cantonese speaking learners, however, is much less 

understood. Although there are no geminate sounds in the phonology of Cantonese, it has unreleased 

obstruent codas (e.g. /sɐp/ ‘濕’, /sɐt/ ‘失’, /sɐt/ ‘失’), which when followed by another homorganic 

obstruent, could result in a geminate. The presence of obstruent codas thus begs the question of 

whether Cantonese speaking learners of Japanese would distinguish kita vs. kitta better than their 

Mandarin-speaking counterparts, who do not have these codas in their L1. We conducted a production 

study with four native speakers of Japanese as control, 10 advanced learners in their final year of BA 

Japanese Studies programme, and 10 beginners who are in their first year of the same programme. 

Both learner groups are native speakers of Hong Kong Cantonese. All participants produced 18 real 

Japanese words and 12 non-words that contrasted in consonant quantity (CV.CV vs. CV.CCV) in 

three speech rates and repeated each word three times.  

 Preliminary results from ongoing analysis revealed interesting patterns in an advanced 

learner’s production, as summarized below: 

 
Measurements Previous  

studies 

Our results 

Stop closure duration 

(Singleton:Geminate) 

1:2.8  

(Han, 1992) 

Native (N=2) 1:2.18~3.12 

Advanced (N=1) 1:1.42~1.78 

Effect of germination on  

duration of surrounding 

vowels (V1 and V2) 

V1 – 11% 

longer; V2 – 

9% shorter 

(Han, 1994) 

Native (N=2) V1 – 4~30% longer;  

V2 – 3~10% shorter 

Advanced (N=1) V1 – inconsistent effect;  

V2 – inconsistent effect. 

  
Results show that the advanced learner being analyzed was capable of making quantity distinctions in 

terms of closure duration, albeit to a smaller extent compared to the native speakers. However, the 

expected effect of gemination on the duration of surrounding vowels was absent in the advanced 

learner, supporting Maddieson’s [5] typological observation that geminates are only preceded by 

shorter vowels, to which Japanese was the only known exception. More data from advanced learners 

and beginners will become available later to shed light on the relationship between proficiency and the 

acoustic properties of Cantonese learners’ production of Japanese singleton consonants vs. geminates. 
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